
1. TENSORIAL ASPECTS OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

On the one hand this formula can be used to determine the
symmetry of a lattice with metric tensor g and on the other hand
one may use it to determine the general form of a metric tensor
invariant under a given point group. This comes down to the
determination of the free parameters in g for given group of
matrices �ðKÞ. These are the coordinates in the space of invariant
tensors.

1.10.4.2. Tensors in superspace

The tensors occurring for quasiperiodic structures are defined
in a higher-dimensional space, but this space contains as privi-
leged subspace the physical space. Since physical properties are
measured in this physical space, the coordinates are not all on the
same footing. This implies that sometimes one has to make a
distinction between the various tensor elements as well.

The distinction between physical and internal (or perpendi-
cular) coordinates can be made explicit by using a split basis. This
is a basis for the superspace such that the first d basis vectors span
the physical subspace and the other n � d basis vectors the
internal space. A lattice basis is, generally, not a split basis.

Let us consider again the metric tensor which is used to
characterize higher-dimensional lattices as well, and in particular
those corresponding to quasiperiodic structures. The elements
gij ¼ gðai; ajÞ transform according to

g0
ij ¼ gða0i; a0

jÞ ¼
P

kl

RkiRljgkl:

The symmetry of an n-dimensional lattice with metric tensor g is
the group of nonsingular n � n integer matrices S satisfying

g ¼ STgS; ð1:10:4:5Þ

where T means the transpose. For a lattice corresponding to a
quasiperiodic structure, this group is reducible into a d- and an
(n � d)-dimensional component, where d is the dimension of
physical space. This means that the d-dimensional component,
which forms a finite group, is equivalent with a d-dimensional
group of orthogonal transformations. In general, however, this
does not leave a lattice in physical space invariant. However, it
leaves the Fourier module of the quasiperiodic structure invar-
iant. The basis vectors, for which the metric tensor determines the
mutual relation, belong to the higher-dimensional superspace.
Therefore, in this case the external and internal components of
the basis vectors do not need to be treated differently. For the
metric tensor g on a split basis one has

gij ¼ 0 if i � d; j > d or i > d; j � d:

A quasiperiodic structure has an n-dimensional lattice
embedding such that the intersection of � with the physical space
VE does not contain a d-dimensional lattice. Because of the
incommensurability, however, there are lattice points of � arbi-
trarily close to VE. This means that by an arbitrarily small shear
deformation one may get a lattice in the physical space. The
deformed quasiperiodic structure then becomes periodic. In
general, the symmetry of the lattice then changes. This is certainly
the case if the point group of the quasiperiodic structure is
noncrystallographic, because then there cannot be a lattice in
physical space left invariant by such a point group. For a given
lattice � with symmetry group K one may ask which subgroups
allow a deformation of the lattice that gives periodicity in VE.

Physical tensors give often relations between vectorial or
tensorial properties. Then they are multilinear functions of p
vectors (and possibly q reciprocal vectors). An example is the
dielectric tensor " that gives the relation between E and D fields.
This relation and the corresponding expression for the free
energy F are

Di ¼
P

j

"ijEj or F ¼
P

ij

Ei"ijEj ¼ "ðE;EÞ: ð1:10:4:6Þ

Therefore, the " tensor is a bilinear function of vectors. The
difference from the metric tensor is that here the vectors E and D
are physical quantities which have d components and lie in
physical space. The transformation properties therefore only
depend on the physical-space components RE of the superspace
point group, and not on the full transformations R.

An intermediate case occurs for the strain. The strain tensor S
gives the relation between a displacement and its origin: the point
r is displaced to r þ�r with �r linear in r:

�ri ¼
P

j

Sijrj:

In ordinary elasticity, both r and �r belong to the physical space,
and the relevant tensor is the symmetric part of S:

1
2ð@i�rj þ @j�riÞ:

For a quasiperiodic structure, �r may be either a vector in
physical space or in superspace and may depend both on physical
and internal coordinates. That means that the matrix � is either
d � d, or n � d or n � n. Displacements in physical space are said
to affect the phonon degrees of freedom, those in internal space
the phason degrees of freedom. The phonon and phason displa-
cements are functions of the physical-space coordinates. The
transformation of the strain tensor under an element of a
superspace group is

S0
ij ¼

Pd

k¼1

Pd

l¼1

REkiREljSkl for phonon degrees;

S0
ij ¼

Pn

k¼dþ1

Pd

l¼1

RIkiREljSkl for phason degrees;

S0
ij ¼

Pn

k¼1

Pn

l¼1

RskiRsljSkl for the general case.

The first two of these expressions apply only to a split basis, but
the third can be written on a lattice basis.

Pn

k;l¼1

�ðRÞki�ðRÞljSkl: ð1:10:4:7Þ

The tensor of elastic stiffnesses c gives the relation between
stress T and strain S. The stress tensor is a physical tensor of rank
two and dimension three. For the phonon strain one has

Sij ¼
P3

kl

cijklTkl; ði; j ¼ 1; . . . ; 3Þ: ð1:10:4:8Þ

The phonon part of the elasticity tensor is symmetric under
interchange of ij and kl, i and j, and k and l. It can be written in
the usual notation c�� with �; � ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 6 with 1 ¼ ð11Þ,
2 ¼ ð22Þ, 3 ¼ ð33Þ, 4 ¼ ð23Þ, 5 ¼ ð13Þ, 6 ¼ ð12Þ. Its transforma-
tion property under a three-dimensional orthogonal transfor-
mation is

c0ijkl ¼
P

i0j0k0l0
Ri0iRj0 jRk0kRl0lci0 j0k0l0 :

For the phason part a similar elasticity tensor is defined. This and
the third elastic contribution, the coupling between phonons and
phasons, will be discussed in Section 1.10.4.5.

1.10.4.3. Inhomogeneous tensors

A vector field in d-dimensional space assigns a vector to each
point of the space. This vector-valued function may, for a quasi-
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